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 Cambridge Judge Business School (CJBS) provides a number of scholarships and 
bursaries to MBA students each year. We have grouped these into the following 
categories:

 
Scholarships for:

• Academic achievement
• Sector of work experience
• Women
• Nationality
• LGBTQ+ community
• CJBS bursaries

 All scholarships and bursaries are awarded before the start of the academic year.  
 
No funds can be awarded after the School year has started, and candidates should  
not make financial plans assuming that they will receive funds after they have started 
the programme.

Overview
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How to apply for CJBS Scholarships

 Only candidates who are invited for an MBA admissions interview on campus or via 
Skype will be invited to apply for scholarships for which they are eligible. Applications for 
these scholarships are made via video using the Kira Talent platform.

 
 When you complete your online application, you will be asked to indicate which 

scholarships you would like to apply for. If we contact you to invite you for interview, you will 
be sent the details of how to access the scholarship application portal and how to submit 
your video application for the relevant scholarship.

 
 You will be required to submit your video application before you come for your interview – 

that period will normally be two to three weeks after receiving your interview invitation.
 You will be informed of the outcome of your scholarship application around the same time 

as receiving the outcome decision of your MBA application interview, should an offer be 
given.

 
 Important: Cambridge Judge Business School scholarships are not offered in every round, 

so please read this document carefully to understand the deadlines for each scholarship.

 
Summary

• Only candidates who are invited to interview for the MBA will be invited to submit a 
scholarship application

• All CJBS scholarship applications will be submitted via video essay

• Decisions on scholarship applications will be given around the same time as decisions on 
MBA application i.e. within three weeks of your interview

• CJBS scholarships are not offered in every MBA application round, so please check this 
document carefully.

How to apply for scholarships funded by other sources

 Please read this document carefully to see the specific application procedures for each 
individual scholarship. They may have different requirements and different dates.



4 Scholarships by academic achievement

Scholarship

St Catherine’s 
Benavitch Scholarship 
for Cambridge MBA 
students

Find out more

Boustany Foundation 
Scholarship

Find out more

Amount

£10,000

 

The Boustany 
Foundation will 
pay financial aid 
amounting to £23,000 
towards tuition fees. 
In addition, travel 
and accommodation 
expenses related to 
the internship will 
be covered by the 
Foundation.

Eligibility

All candidates with a First or GPA 
over 3.7, a GMAT score of 700 and 
three years’ post-graduate work 
experience.

You will need to specify  
St Catharine’s as your College 
preference and apply to be a 
member of this College in order to 
be considered for this scholarship.

This scholarship is offered to 
outstanding and highly meriting 
candidates of all nationalities; a 
priority will be given to Lebanese 
nationals.

This award is offered bi-annually.

Deadline

25 February 2021

Awarded next 
year for the cohort 
commencing in 
September 2022. 

Please see their 
website for further 
information.

https://www.boustany-foundation.org/scolarship-programs/MBA-Cambridge
https://www.boustany-foundation.org/scolarship-programs/MBA-Cambridge
https://www.boustany-foundation.org/scolarship-programs/MBA-Cambridge
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Sector

Beyond profit/
social impact

Entrepreneur- 
ship

Culture | Arts | 
Media

Military

Scholarship

The Cambridge 
MBA Beyond 
Profit/Social 
Impact 
Scholarship

Find out more

The Cambridge 
MBA
Entrepreneurs 
Scholarship

Find out more

The Cambridge 
MBA Culture, 
Arts and Media 
Scholarship

Find out more

The Cambridge 
MBA Military 
Personnel 
Scholarship

Find out more

Amount

Three awards 
of up to
£25,000
each.

Three awards 
of up to
£25,000
each.

Three awards 
of up to
£25,000
each.

Three awards 
of up to
£10,000.

Eligibility

Outstanding candidates working either 
in a beyond-profit organisation or a 
social enterprise.

Three awards will be made, one in each 
of rounds one, two and three.

Outstanding candidates who have 
founded their own company or 
organisation.

Three awards will be made, one in each 
of rounds one, two and three.

Outstanding candidates with an 
culture/arts/media background, such 
as advertising, publishing, film, music, 
cultural heritage, or museums/galleries.

Three awards will be made, one in each 
of rounds one, two and three.

Outstanding candidates from the 
military.

Three awards will be made, one in each 
of rounds one, two and three.

Deadline

Rounds one, 
two and 
three.

Rounds one, 
two and 
three.

Rounds one, 
two and 
three.

Rounds one, 
two and 
three.

For most scholarships in this section, three awards will be given: one for candidates 
applying in each of rounds one, two and three. See our website for deadline dates.

Only candidates invited to an admissions interview in the relevant rounds will be invited to 
apply for scholarships via video essay, to be submitted before their interview. You do not 
need to apply at the time of submitting your MBA application.
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Sector

Healthcare 

Technology 
and innovation

Scholarship

The Cambridge 
MBA
Healthcare 
Scholarship

Find out more

The Cambridge 
MBA
Technology 
and Innovation 
Scholarship

Find out more

Amount

Three awards 
of up to
£25,000
each. 

Three awards 
of up to
£25,000
each.

Eligibility

Outstanding candidates with a 
background in healthcare.

Three awards will be made, one in each 
of rounds one, two and three. 

For candidates with a background in 
technology and innovation.

Three awards will be made, one in each 
of rounds one, two and three.

Deadline

Rounds one, 
two and 
three. 

Rounds one, 
two and 
three.

Scholarships for sector of work experience
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Scholarship

The Forté Foundation 
Fellows Scholarship

Find out more

Sidney Sussex Joyce 
Coutu Scholarship 
for Cambridge MBA 
students

Find out more

Sidney Sussex Hanadi 
Jabado Scholarship 
for Cambridge MBA 
students

Find out more

Amount

Three awards of up to
£25,000 each.

£1,000

£5,000

Eligibility

Awarded to three outstanding 
female students per year, in 
partnership with the Forté 
Foundation.

Three awards will be given, one in 
each of rounds one, two and three.

Female candidates from North 
America with a First or 2:1 or GPA 
over 3.5, a GMAT score of 680 and 
three years’ post-graduate work.
Candidates must also have an 
interest in entrepreneurship.

You will need to specify Sidney 
Sussex College as your College 
preference and apply to be a 
member of this College in order to 
be considered for this scholarship.

Female candidates from Lebanon.
You will need to specify Sidney 
Sussex College as your College 
preference and apply to be a 
member of this College in order to 
be considered for this scholarship.

Deadline

Rounds one, two 
and three.

26 April 2021

26 April 2021

Scholarships for women
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Nationality

Emerging 
markets

African

North 
American

Scholarship

The Cambridge 
MBA Impact in
Emerging
Markets
Scholarship

Find out more

The Cambridge 
MBA Africa 
Regional 
Bursary

Find out more

Sidney Sussex 
Joyce Coutu 
Scholarship 
for Cambridge 
MBA students

Find out more

Amount

Three awards 
of up to 
£25,000 each.

Three awards 
of up to 
£25,000 each.

£1,000

Eligibility

Candidates must be from and a 
national of, or have worked in an
emerging market.

Three awards will be made, one in 
each of rounds one, two and three.

Candidates must be from and a 
national of Africa.

Three awards will be made, one in 
each of rounds one, two and three.

Female candidates from North 
America with a First or 2:1 or GPA 
over 3.5, a GMAT score of 680 and 
three years’ post-graduate work. 
Candidates must also have an 
interest in entrepreneurship.

You will need to specify Sidney 
Sussex College as your College 
preference and apply to be a 
member of this College in order to 
be considered for this scholarship.

Deadline

Rounds one, 
two and three. 

Rounds one, 
two and three.

26 April 2021

Scholarships by nationality
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Nationality

South African

UK

Scholarship

Cambridge 
MBA Professor 
Jochen Runde 
Scholarship for 
South African 
Nationals

Find out more

Cambridge 
MBA Professor 
Nick Oliver 
Scholarship for 
UK Nationals

Find out more

Amount

One award of 
up to £15,000.

One award of 
up to £15,000

Eligibility

Candidates from South Africa; any 
industry sector.

One award will be made to a 
candidate applying in rounds one 
or two.

Candidates from the UK; any 
industry sector.

One award will be made to a 
candidate applying in rounds four 
or five.

Deadline

Rounds one or 
two.

Rounds four or 
five.

Scholarships by nationality



10 Scholarships for the LGBTQ+ community

Cambridge Judge Business School bursaries

Scholarship

The ROMBA
Fellowship  
MBA Scholarship 
for the LGBTQ+ 
community

Find out more

Amount

One award of £25,000.

Eligibility

For candidates applying in rounds 
one and two who have a history 
and a passion for leading the 
LGBTQ+ initiatives.

One award will be made, 
candidates from rounds one and 
two can apply.

Deadline

Rounds one and 
two.

Scholarship

CJBS bursaries

Amount

Variable

Eligibility

CJBS bursaries are offered at the 
discretion of the Admissions 
Committee based on merit, if you 
are successful at interview.

The bursaries are awarded at the 
time of offer.

These bursaries cannot be applied 
for.

Deadline

Rolling until 
awarded.
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SCHOLARSHIPS 
– FURTHER 
DETAILS

Cambridge Judge Business School

The Cambridge MBA



12 The Boustany Foundation MBA Scholarship

The Boustany Foundation MBA Scholarship to the University of Cambridge is granted once 
every two years for a 12-month programme leading to an MBA. The Boustany Foundation 
will pay financial aid amounting to £23,000 towards tuition fees. In addition, travel and 
accommodation expenses related to the internship will be covered by the Foundation. It is 
offered to outstanding and highly meriting candidates of all nationalities; a priority will be 
given to Lebanese nationals.

Do I qualify for the Boustany Foundation Scholarship?

Recipients must have an excellent academic background and have also enjoyed 
considerable success in their careers to date. Candidates must fulfil the MBA admission 
requirements of Cambridge Judge Business School to be eligible for the scholarship; they 
will need to demonstrate a high intellectual potential, leadership, ambition and a strong 
sense of ethics.

Candidates need to have accepted an offer of admission from the Cambridge MBA 
programme in order to be considered for this scholarship.

Applying

Application deadline: Awarded next year for the cohort commencing in September 2022. 
Please see their website for further information.

Candidates in receipt of an offer of admissions from the Cambridge MBA should please 
apply directly to the Boustany Foundation.

Further details

The scholarship recipient is required to complete a summer internship at the end of the 
programme, carrying no salary, with the Boustany Foundation.
Please visit the Boustany Foundation website for further details.

https://www.boustany-foundation.org/scolarship-programs/MBA-Cambridge
https://www.boustany-foundation.org/scolarship-programs/MBA-Cambridge


13The St Catharine’s Benavitch Scholarship for  
Cambridge MBA students

Thanks to a generous bequest from the late Maurice and Natalie Benavitch, St Catharine’s 
College offers up to five scholarships worth £10,000 to outstanding Cambridge MBA 
candidates. The scholarships are awarded on the basis of merit and are intended for 
candidates who will become leaders in the practice or study of management and business.

Recipients of the Benavitch Scholarships will become members of St Catharine’s College, 
which was founded in 1473 and is situated in the centre of Cambridge, approximately five 
minutes’ walk from Cambridge Judge Business School. They will become members of the 
College’s Middle Combination Room, which is the society for graduate students of the 
College.

 Do I qualify for a St Catharine’s Benavitch Scholarship for Cambridge MBA students?

• First-class degree, GPA above 3.7 (out of 4) or equivalent from a recognised university.
• Minimum GMAT score of 700.
• Three years’ full-time post-graduation work experience.

Applying

If you want to be considered for the St Catharine’s Benavitch Scholarship for Cambridge 
MBA students, you must have accepted a place on the Cambridge MBA by 25 February 
2021.

Once you have accepted your place on the Cambridge MBA, please inform your Admissions 
Coordinator that you would like to apply for St Catharine’s College and the Benavitch 
Scholarship. You will need to submit a 300-word essay outlining the contribution you expect 
to make to business and society in the future.

Deadline for the St Catharine’s Benavitch Scholarship for Cambridge MBA students

Application deadline: 25 February 2021.



14 The Cambridge MBA Beyond Profit/Social Impact Scholarship

The Cambridge MBA Beyond Profit/Social Impact Scholarship is for outstanding candidates 
working either in a beyond-profit organisation or a social enterprise. Three awards of up to 
£25,000 each will be made towards the cost of the Cambridge MBA tuition fees, awarded in 
each of rounds one, two and three.

Do I qualify for the Cambridge MBA Beyond Profit/Social Impact Scholarship?

You need to have a deep understanding of the nature and changes in the relevant 
industries, which may have been gained working in any role.

Applying

If you want to be considered for the Cambridge MBA Beyond Profit/Social Impact 
Scholarship, you must to apply in rounds one, two or three – visit our website  for the round 
deadlines.

If you are invited for an admissions interview, you will also be invited to also apply for 
this scholarship if you are eligible. You will be given details of how to apply at the time of 
receiving your interview invitation.

The recipient of this scholarship is also expected to be an ambassador for the Cambridge 
MBA, working closely with the marketing, recruitment and alumni teams in order to 
attract future candidates onto the programme.

Deadline for the Cambridge MBA Beyond Profit/Social Impact Scholarship

Submit your MBA application in rounds one, two or three. See deadlines on our website.

https://www.jbs.cam.ac.uk/programmes/mba/apply/
https://www.jbs.cam.ac.uk/programmes/mba/apply/


15The Cambridge MBA Culture, Arts and Media Scholarship

The Cambridge MBA Culture, Arts and Media Scholarship is for professionals working in the 
culture, arts or media industries. Three awards of up to £25,000 each will be made towards 
the cost of the Cambridge MBA tuition fees, awarded in each of rounds one, two and three.

Do I qualify for the Cambridge MBA Culture, Arts and Media Scholarship?

You need to have a deep understanding of the nature and changes in the relevant 
industries, which may have been gained working in any role.

Applying

If you want to be considered for the Cambridge MBA Culture, Arts and Media Scholarship, 
you must to apply in rounds one, two or three – visit our website for the round deadlines.

If you are invited for an admissions interview, you will also be invited to also apply for 
this scholarship if you are eligible. You will be given details of how to apply at the time of 
receiving your interview invitation.

The recipient of this scholarship is also expected to be an ambassador for the Cambridge 
MBA, working closely with the marketing, recruitment and alumni teams in order to 
attract future candidates onto the programme.

Deadline for the Cambridge MBA Culture, Arts and Media Scholarship

Submit your MBA application in rounds one, two or three. See deadlines on our website.

https://www.jbs.cam.ac.uk/programmes/mba/apply/
https://www.jbs.cam.ac.uk/programmes/mba/apply/


16 The Cambridge MBA Military Personnel Scholarship

If you are currently in military service or have just left, and want to do a Cambridge MBA, 
you may be able to get financial assistance from the Cambridge MBA Military Personnel 
Scholarship, which makes three awards of up to £10,000.

In addition to the Scholarship, Cambridge Judge Business School continues to be a GMAC 
military- friendly school and candidates from the military are eligible for an application fee 
waiver. If you intend to make use of this waiver, please contact the MBA Admissions staff 
before you submit your application.

Do I qualify for the Cambridge MBA Military Personnel Scholarship?

Preference will be for people who are either in service or just leaving service. You should be 
able to display examples of your strong leadership ability.

Applying

If you want to be considered for the Cambridge MBA Military Personnel Scholarship, you 
must apply in rounds one, two or three – visit our website  for the round deadlines.

If you are invited for an admissions interview, you also will be invited to also apply for 
this scholarship if you are eligible. You will be given details of how to apply at the time of 
receiving your interview invitation.

The recipient of this scholarship is expected to be an ambassador for the Cambridge 
MBA, working closely with the marketing, recruitment and alumni teams in order to 
attract future candidates onto the programme.

Deadline for the Cambridge MBA Military Personnel Scholarship

Submit your MBA application in rounds one, two or three. See deadlines on our website.

mailto:mba-admissions%40jbs.cam.ac.uk?subject=
https://www.jbs.cam.ac.uk/programmes/mba/apply/
https://www.jbs.cam.ac.uk/programmes/mba/apply/


17The Cambridge MBA Healthcare Scholarship

This scholarship is for professionals working in the healthcare/pharmaceutical industries. 
Three awards of up to £25,000 each will be made towards the cost of the Cambridge MBA 
tuition fees, awarded in each of rounds one, two and three.

Do I qualify for the Cambridge MBA Healthcare Scholarship?

This scholarship is open for individuals with a background in the healthcare/pharma sector. 
Factors we will consider in awarding the scholarship will be GMAT score and undergraduate 
academic performance.

Applying

If you want to be considered for the Cambridge MBA Healthcare Scholarship, you must 
apply in rounds on, two or three –visit our website  for the round deadlines.

If you are invited for an admissions interview, you will also be invited to also apply for 
this scholarship if you are eligible. You will be given details of how to apply at the time of 
receiving your interview invitation.

The recipient of this scholarship is expected to be an ambassador for the Cambridge 
MBA, working closely with the marketing, recruitment and alumni teams in order to 
attract future candidates onto the programme.

Deadline for the Cambridge MBA Healthcare Scholarship

Submit your MBA application in rounds one, two or three. See deadlines on our website.

https://www.jbs.cam.ac.uk/programmes/mba/apply/
https://www.jbs.cam.ac.uk/programmes/mba/apply/


18 The Cambridge MBA Technology and Innovation Scholarship

This scholarship is for professionals working in the technology sector or within a role 
focused around innovation. Three awards of up to £25,000 each will be made towards the 
cost of the Cambridge MBA tuition fees, awarded in each of rounds one, two and three.

Do I qualify for the Cambridge MBA Technology and Innovation Scholarship?

You will have a gained experience working within a technology firm or in a role focused 
around innovation, as an engineer/developer or within a corporate role. Factors we will 
consider in awarding the scholarship will be GMAT score and undergraduate academic 
performance.

Applying

If you would like to be considered for the Cambridge MBA Technology and Innovation 
Scholarship, you must apply in rounds one, two or three –visit our website  for the round 
deadlines.

If you are invited for an admissions interview, you will also be invited to also apply for 
this scholarship if you are eligible. You will be given details of how to apply at the time of 
receiving your interview invitation.

The recipient of this scholarship is expected to be an ambassador for the Cambridge 
MBA, working closely with the marketing, recruitment and alumni teams in order to 
attract future candidates onto the programme.

Deadline for the Cambridge MBA Technology and Innovation Scholarship

Submit your MBA application in rounds one, two or three. See deadlines on our website.

https://www.jbs.cam.ac.uk/programmes/mba/apply/
https://www.jbs.cam.ac.uk/programmes/mba/apply/


19The Cambridge MBA Scholarship for Entrepreneurs

The Cambridge MBA Scholarship for Entrepreneurs is for candidates who have founded 
their own company. Three awards of up to £25,000 each will be made towards the cost of 
the Cambridge MBA tuition fees, awarded in each of rounds one, two and three.

Do I qualify for the Cambridge MBA Scholarship for Entrepreneurs?

You will have founded your own company. Factors we will consider in awarding the 
scholarship will be GMAT score and undergraduate academic performance.

Applying

If you would like to be considered for the Entrepreneurs Scholarship, you must apply in 
rounds one, two or three – visit our website  for the round deadlines.

If you are invited for an admissions interview, you will also be invited to also apply for 
this scholarship if you are eligible. You will be given details of how to apply at the time of 
receiving your interview invitation.

The recipient of this scholarship is expected to be an ambassador for the Cambridge 
MBA, working closely with the marketing, recruitment and alumni teams in order to 
attract future candidates onto the programme.

Deadline for the Cambridge MBA Scholarship for Entrepreneurs

Submit your MBA application in rounds one, two or three. See deadlines on our website.

https://www.jbs.cam.ac.uk/programmes/mba/apply/
https://www.jbs.cam.ac.uk/programmes/mba/apply/


20 The Forté Foundation Fellows Scholarship

Cambridge Judge Business School is a proud partner with the Forté Foundation, a non-
profit organisation that champions women’s progression within business through access to 
education. We are pleased to offer Forté Fellowships to outstanding female students joining 
the Cambridge MBA. Three awards of £25,000 each will be awarded, one for candidates 
applying in round one, one in round two and one in round three.

 Forté Fellows also have access to the following resources:
• Participation in the annual Forté MBA Women’s Leadership Conference held in June in the 

United States, with the opportunity to apply for a stipend to attend.
• Access to exclusive networking groups of Forté Fellows, Forté Fellow Alumnae and sponsor 

companies on social media and through Forté Fellow listservs.
• Special e-introductions to Forté sponsor companies and inclusion in the Fellow résumé 

book, which is distributed to all sponsor companies.
• Free lifetime Forté Foundation Premium Membership.

Eligibility

The scholarships are open to all women applying to the MBA programme in rounds one, two 
or three.

Successful candidates will demonstrate strong leadership skills through academic 
achievement, or in roles as team or community leaders, and show a commitment to 
helping women achieve their career potential through personal mentoring or community 
involvement.

 The scholarships will be awarded to applicants based on the following criteria:
• A demonstrable track record of leadership in your field.
• Commitment to Forté’s mission of launching women into fulfilling, significant careers 

through access to business education, opportunities, and a community of successful 
women.

• Demonstrated strong academic achievement.

Applying

If you would like to be considered for the Forté Foundation Fellows Scholarship, you must 
apply in rounds one, two or three – visit our website  for the round deadlines.

If you are invited for an admissions interview, you will also be invited to also apply for 
this scholarship if you are eligible. You will be given details of how to apply at the time of 
receiving your interview invitation.

The recipients of this scholarship are expected to be ambassadors for the Cambridge 
MBA, working closely with the marketing, recruitment and alumni teams in order to 
attract future candidates onto the programme.

Deadline for the Forté Foundation Fellows Scholarship

Submit your MBA application in rounds one, two or three. See deadlines on our website.

https://www.jbs.cam.ac.uk/programmes/mba/apply/
https://www.jbs.cam.ac.uk/programmes/mba/apply/


21The Cambridge MBA Scholarship for Impact in Emerging Markets

The Cambridge MBA Scholarship for Impact in Emerging Markets is for candidates who are 
from and a national of an emerging market, or who have worked in an emerging markets. 
Three awards of up to £25,000 each will be made towards the cost of the Cambridge MBA 
tuition fees, awarded in each of rounds one, two and three.

Do I qualify for the Cambridge MBA Scholarship for Impact in Emerging Markets?

You will have already worked in or been involved in initiatives which have made an impact 
in an emerging market or show a real commitment to making an impact in an emerging 
market after your MBA.

Applying

If you would like to be considered for the Impact in Emerging Markets Scholarship, you must 
apply in rounds one, two or three – visit our website  for the round deadlines.

If you are invited for an admissions interview, you will also be invited to also apply for 
this scholarship if you are eligible. You will be given details of how to apply at the time of 
receiving your interview invitation.

The recipient of this scholarship is expected to be an ambassador for the Cambridge 
MBA, working closely with the marketing, recruitment and alumni teams in order to 
attract future candidates onto the programme.

Deadline for the Cambridge MBA Scholarship for Impact in Emerging Markets

Submit your MBA application in rounds one, two or three. See deadlines on our website.

https://www.jbs.cam.ac.uk/programmes/mba/apply/
https://www.jbs.cam.ac.uk/programmes/mba/apply/


22 The Cambridge MBA Africa Regional Bursary

The Cambridge MBA Africa Regional Bursary is for candidates who are from and nationals of 
one of the countries of Africa. Three awards of up to £25,000 each will be made towards the 
cost of the Cambridge MBA tuition fees.

Do I qualify for the Cambridge MBA Africa Regional Bursary?

You must be from an a national of one of the countries in Africa in order to be considered for 
this bursary.

Applying

If you would like to be considered for the Cambridge MBA Africa Regional Bursary, you must 
apply in rounds one, two or three – visit our website  for the round deadlines.

If you are invited for an admissions interview and subsequently made an offer, you will be 
automatically considered for this bursary.

The recipient of this scholarship is expected to be an ambassador for the Cambridge 
MBA, working closely with the marketing, recruitment and alumni teams in order to 
attract future candidates onto the programme.

Deadline for the Cambridge MBA Africa Regional Bursary

Submit your MBA application in rounds one, two or three. See deadlines on our website.

https://www.jbs.cam.ac.uk/programmes/mba/apply/
https://www.jbs.cam.ac.uk/programmes/mba/apply/


23The Sidney Sussex Joyce Coutu Scholarship for  
Cambridge MBA students

Sidney Sussex College will provide one scholarship of £1,000 each year to an exceptional 
North American, female Cambridge MBA student who has an interest in entrepreneurship 
post-MBA.

Recipients of the scholarship will become members of Sidney Sussex College, which was 
founded in 1596 and is situated in the centre of Cambridge. Visit the Sidney Sussex website 
to find out more about the College.

Do I qualify for the Sidney Sussex Joyce Coutu Scholarship for Cambridge MBA students?

• First or high upper second-class degree, GPA above 3.5 (out of 4) or an equivalent 
qualification from a recognised university.

• Minimum GMAT score of 680.
• Three years’ full-time post-graduation work experience.
• An interest in entrepreneurship.

Candidates need to have accepted an offer of admission from the Cambridge MBA 
programme by 26 April 2021, and specified Sidney Sussex as their top college preference. 
You will need to be a member of Sidney Sussex College in order to be considered for this 
scholarship.

Applying

If you want to be considered for the Sidney Sussex Joyce Coutu Scholarship for Cambridge 
MBA students, you must have accepted your place on the Cambridge MBA by 26 April 
2021.

Please specify Sidney Sussex as your College choice to your Admissions Coordinator and 
submit a one- page essay explaining your interest in Entrepreneurship and post-MBA career 
goals.

Deadline for Sidney Sussex Joyce Coutu Scholarship for Cambridge MBA students

Application deadline: 26 April 2021.

https://www.sid.cam.ac.uk/


24 The Sidney Sussex Hanadi Jabado Scholarship

The Hanadi Jabado Fund offers a £5,000 bursary to encourage female students from 
Lebanon to study for an MBA at Cambridge Judge Business School.

Recipients of the Hanadi Jabado Scholarship will become members of Sidney Sussex 
College, which was founded in 1596 and is situated in the centre of Cambridge. Visit the 
Sidney Sussex website  to find out more about the College.

Do I qualify for the Sidney Sussex Hanadi Jabado Scholarship?

• First or high upper second-class degree, GPA above 3.5 (out of 4) or an equivalent 
qualification from a recognised university.

• Minimum GMAT score of 680.
• Three years’ full-time post-graduation work experience.

Candidates need to have accepted an offer of admission from the Cambridge MBA 
programme by 26 April 2021, and specified Sidney Sussex as their top college preference. 

You will need to be a member of Sidney Sussex College in order to be considered for this 
scholarship.

Applying

If you want to be considered for the Sidney Sussex Hanadi Jabado Scholarship, you must 
have accepted your place on the Cambridge MBA by 26 April 2021.

Please specify Sidney Sussex as your College choice to your Admissions Coordinator and 
submit a one- page essay explaining your need for the scholarship.

Deadline for Sidney Sussex Hanadi Jabado Scholarship applications

Application deadline: 26 April 2021.

https://www.sid.cam.ac.uk/


25The Cambridge MBA Professor Jochen Runde Scholarship  
for South African Nationals

Cambridge Judge Business School will offer a Cambridge MBA student of South African 
nationality the Professor Jochen Runde Scholarship, worth up to £15,000.

Professor Jochen Runde, Professor of Economics & Organisation at Cambridge Judge 
Business School, Director of Faculty, Professorial Fellow of Girton College, Director of Studies 
in Management at Girton and Murray Edwards, and formerly Director of the Cambridge 
MBA, will mentor the successful candidate during their MBA year in Cambridge.

Learn more about Professor Jochen Runde.

Do I qualify for the Cambridge MBA Professor Jochen Runde Scholarship for South 
African Nationals?

You must be a South African national in order to be considered for this scholarship.

Applying

If you want to be considered for the Cambridge MBA Professor Jochen Runde Scholarship 
for South African Nationals, you must apply in rounds one or two - visit our website  for the 
round deadlines.

If you are invited for an admissions interview, you will also be invited to also apply for 
this scholarship if you are eligible. You will be given details of how to apply at the time of 
receiving your interview invitation.

The recipient of this scholarship is expected to be an ambassador for the Cambridge 
MBA, working closely with the marketing, recruitment and alumni teams in order to 
attract future candidates onto the programme.

Deadline for the Cambridge MBA Professor Jochen Runde Scholarship for South African 
Nationals

Submit your MBA application in rounds one or two. See deadlines on our website.

https://www.jbs.cam.ac.uk/faculty-research/faculty-a-z/jochen-runde/
https://www.jbs.cam.ac.uk/programmes/mba/apply/
https://www.jbs.cam.ac.uk/programmes/mba/apply/


26 The Cambridge MBA Professor Nick Oliver Scholarship for  
UK Nationals

Cambridge Judge Business School will offer a Cambridge MBA student of UK nationality the 
Professor Nick Oliver Scholarship, worth up to £15,000.

The scholarship is named in memory of Professor Nick Oliver, who taught at CJBS between 
1992 and 2007 before leaving to become Head of Edinburgh Business School. Nick originally 
trained as a psychologist at Edinburgh University (1977-1981), after which he went on to a 
research assistantship at the Open University (1984-1985) where he was awarded his PhD 
in 1986, followed by a lectureship in organisational behaviour at Cardiff Business School 
(1985-1992). He was a highly regarded expert on various aspects of high-performance 
manufacturing focusing on the auto industry in particular, and also made important 
contributions on team and organisational resilience in areas including stress-driven 
innovation, what can be learned from accidents in commercial aviation, and the safety of 
self-driving cars.

Do I qualify for the Cambridge MBA Nick Oliver  Scholarship for UK Nationals?

You must be a UK national in order to be considered for this scholarship.

Applying

If you want to be considered for the Cambridge MBA Professor Nick Oliver Scholarship 
for UK Nationals, you must apply in rounds four or five – visit our website  for the round 
deadlines.

If you are invited for an admissions interview, you will also be invited to also apply for 
this scholarship if you are eligible. You will be given details of how to apply at the time of 
receiving your interview invitation.

The recipient of this scholarship is expected to be an ambassador for the Cambridge 
MBA, working closely with the marketing, recruitment and alumni teams in order to 
attract future candidates onto the programme.

Deadline for the Cambridge MBA Professor Nick Oliver Scholarship for UK Nationals

Submit your MBA application in rounds four or five. See deadlines on our website.

https://www.jbs.cam.ac.uk/programmes/mba/apply/
https://www.jbs.cam.ac.uk/programmes/mba/apply/


27The ROMBA Fellowship MBA Scholarship for the  
LGBTQ+ Community

The Cambridge MBA is proud to partner with Reaching Out MBA (ROMBA) to offer this 
scholarship.

The ROMBA LGBTQ+ Fellowship is a joint effort between prominent business school 
programs and ROMBA to develop the LGBTQ+ and active ally business leaders of tomorrow. 
Each fellow receives access to exclusive ROMBA leadership programming and an all-
expenses paid retreat (provided by ROMBA).

This scholarship is available to Cambridge MBA applicants who are passionate about the 
LGBTQ+ community, have a history of involvement with the community and will lead 
initiatives at Cambridge Judge Business School. One award of £25,000 will be made towards 
the cost of the Cambridge MBA tuition fees, awarded in round two but candidates from both 
rounds one and two can apply.

Do I qualify for the ROMBA Fellowship MBA Scholarship for the LGBTQ+ Community?

Preference will be given to candidates who have experience in leading initiatives for the 
LGBTQ+ community, either professionally or personally. However, candidates who have 
a passion for the subject and can articulate how they plan to drive the initiatives at the 
Business School will also be considered.

Applying

If you want to be considered for the ROMBA Fellowship MBA Scholarship for the LGBTQ+ 
Community, you must apply in rounds one or two – visit our website  for the round 
deadlines.

If you are invited for an admissions interview, you will also be invited to also apply for 
this scholarship if you are eligible. You will be given details of how to apply at the time of 
receiving your interview invitation.

The recipient of this scholarship is expected to be an ambassador for the Cambridge 
MBA, working closely with the marketing, recruitment and alumni teams in order to 
attract future candidates onto the programme.

Deadline for the ROMBA Fellowship MBA Scholarship for the LGBTQ+ Community

Submit your MBA application in rounds one or two. See deadlines on our website.

https://www.jbs.cam.ac.uk/programmes/mba/apply/
https://www.jbs.cam.ac.uk/programmes/mba/apply/
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